Curriculum Overview

Class 6CR

Fiction: Stories in familiar settings (stories by John Burningham)
Spoken language:
(All) Listen and respond appropriately to peers.
(Most) Maintain attention and participate actively in collaborative conversations
(Some) Give well-structured explanations.
Word reading and transcription:
(All) Read initial sounds in words and attempt to blend phonemes in CVC words; LS Phase 2
(p63) sat, sit, sip, zip, pin, pan...etc
(Most) Form most lower case letters correctly when writing a story
(Some) Read accurately words of 2 or more syllables that contain the grapheme ‘-ng’
strong, string, sting (Avocado baby is very strong)
Grammar and composition:
(All) Identify a capital letter in books that they read.
(Some) Use a capital letter to start a new sentence.
(Most) Use a full stop at the end of their work.

Mathematics
Addition and subtraction





Mental addition and subtraction: double and half using partitioning.
Add 2-digit numbers by partitioning or counting on.
Subtract a 1 and 2-digit number from another by counting back




Introducing fractions





Money

Focus on Asia
The British Empire in Asia. (HIST)
The partition of India and location of India and
Pakistan on world map (HIST and GEOG).
An introduction to Sikhism and Islam. (RE)

Physical Education
Health and Fitness
Understand how to stay healthy and the
importance of regular physical activity.
Develop flexibility, strength, technique, control
and balance.
Lead and suggest appropriate exercises to others
that can develop fitness.

Recognise coins and add different amounts
Learn how to calculate change (from 10p, 20p and 50p)

Create and develop their own artwork to contribute to a
class advent calendar.
Create their own baubles, identifying appropriate
Christmas patterns and designs

MOST: Record results to know how circuits can
stop working





SOME: Make observations and records
Know some conductors and insulators
Tell someone how circuits work

Purple Mash
Phonics Play
RM Easy Maths

Music
I can play the Glockenspiel
Learn how to play different notes in sequence
Explore and develop music skills by playing the
glockenspiel
Participate in a class performance, demonstrating
playing skills to an audience

Emotional Literacy
Creating Personal Emotions and
Feelings PowerPoint
Computing Link
Circle-Time
Personal Tool to be developed to deal
with and recognise emotions

MFL
Topic: Food and Drink
All: Understand at least 2 words spoken in French. Use
spoken words to express at least 2 words in French.
Most: Understand at least 3 words spoken in French..
Use spoken words to express at least 3 words in French.
Some: Understand at least 4 words spoken in French
Use spoken French to express at least 4 words in French.

Personal, Social and Emotional



internet and things in the physical world.

Art and Design

Christmas Crafts

ALL: 10 Common Appliances
MAP and draw circuits with supports

Computing
To be able to talk about the differences between the

Education City

Find halves, quarters and three quarters of amounts.

Science

Year: 2017

Humanities
World Studies (Geography, History & RE)

English



Term: Autumn 2

Drama (Nativity)
(All) Participate and sing a range of Christmas songs
(Most) Speak with confidence to a large audience
(Some) Use dramatic expression when performing in
front of others

Experiential Learning
Cusworth Hall Christmas Visit
Variety Club Christmas visit

